TITLE OF 2019 WEBINAR

DATE OF 2019 WEBINAR

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME
MIDDLE

ORGANIZATION
JOB TITLE

STREET ADDRESS

CITY
STATE/PROVINCE
ZIP/POSTAL CODE
COUNTRY

PHONE NUMBER
EMAIL
FAX

Please indicate your membership status:

[ ] NISO Voting Member    [ ] Nonmember    [ ] NASIG Member
[ ] Student Institution/School

Webinar Registration Fee: NISO Voting Members and NASIG Members (Worldwide) $100
Non-Members (Worldwide): $135
Students $49.00

REMINDER: As a member benefit, NISO Library Standards Alliance members automatically receive the sign-on information for the fourteen webinars offered by NISO (excluding partnered events). To verify your institution’s status, please visit:
https://www.niso.org/what-we-do/directory/member-organizations

PAYMENT INFORMATION

[ ] CHECK (MAKE PAYABLE TO NISO)    [ ] INVOICE (PAYMENT IN FULL REQUIRED PRIOR TO DATE OF EVENT)

*For use with emailed forms without a signature. E-mail form to nisohq@niso.org with REGISTRATION FORM in the subject line.

Return any paper registration forms with payment to:
National Information Standards Organization
3600 Clipper Mill Road, Suite 302
Baltimore, MD 21211
Fax: 410-685-5278
It is your responsibility to indicate both title and date of the single webinar for which you are registering. (See preceding page.) If that space is left blank, we will not be able to process your registration. The list below is provided for your convenient reference only.

**Wednesday, January 9:**
Enabling Discovery: Publishers and Libraries Talk Metadata & Monographs, Part One: The Vendor Perspective

**Wednesday, January 16:**
Enabling Discovery: Publishers and Libraries Talk Metadata & Monographs, Part Two: The Library Perspective

**Wednesday, February 6:**
Wrestling with Access and Authentication Control

**Wednesday, March 13:**
Defining The Library: The Mission, Role and Community

**Wednesday, April 17:**

**Wednesday, May 15:**
Libraries and The Move to Transparency

**Wednesday, June 12:**
Discovery and Online Search: The Impact on Users, Libraries and Service Providers, Part One: Drivers of Change in Online Search

**Wednesday, June 19:**
Discovery and Online Search: The Impact on Users, Libraries and Service Providers, Part Two: Personalized Content, Personal Data

**Wednesday, August 14:**
Open Source Publishing Technologies: Current Status and Emerging Possibilities

**Wednesday, September 11:**
Preservation and Archiving of Digital Media

**Wednesday, October 9:**
Value-Add to Cataloging: Efficiency and Effectiveness Revisited

**Wednesday, November 13:**
Implementing Linked Library Data

**Wednesday, December 11:**
Where Does It Live? Storing Collections On and Off Campus, Part One: Finding The Space: Redesign and Re-Allocation

**Wednesday, December 18:**
Where Does It Live? Storing Collections On and Off Campus, Part Two: Discovery & Delivery at the Scholar’s Point of Need